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Houck Arizona Indian Reservation

Roofs in Arizona
Two Bronze Projects were completed in
Arizona. The Mississippi Pathfinders
completed a metal roof at Polacca, AZ.
and the Tennessee Pathfinders completed one at Houck , Az. I would like to
personally thank the coordinators and
work leaders on these team, Joe Taunton and Terrance Vaughn on the TN.
Team and Melroy Slider and David Giddens on the MS. Team.

Bellshire funds church in Bolivia

Itineration Trail

A small village in southern Bolivia now
has a complete church building thanks to
the Bellshire A/G in Nashville, TN. The
building funds were donated in memory
of Sheila Wiley. Sheila was a youth
leader in the church and had a strong
desire to serve on the missions field.
Her father; Rev.Tim Brown, two brothers;
David and Danny Brown and husband,
Chris Wiley were a part of the construction team.

We have reached a 100% of our
monthly support and 50% of our
cash need. Thanks so much for
each and everyone of you.

Tim was also honored to preach the dedication service and present a memorial
plaque to the Guarani pastor.

Pathfinder teams are making a difference in areas of the world where
most don’t want to go.
If you are interested in conducting a
Pathfinder project, please check out
the new web site at
www.pathfindermissions.com
Even if you are not a Royal Ranger
or Frontier Camping Fellowship
member but you want to work in
some extreme locations please contact Mike King and he will get you
on your way.
We are still in need of teams for
Reservation Projects this Summer.

With metal cost going up we were short
on our material dollars and I would like
to thank Dickson A/G in Tennessee for
helping us meet our material dollars.

Upcoming Projects:
June 3, 2005—Griffin, GA. Pathfinder team to Arizona
June 11, 2005—Tennessee Bronze
Pathfinder team to Arizona

Polacca Arizona Indian Reservation

Life A/G build Church in Bolivia

The Bolivia Pathfinder teams were hosted by
Missionary Rich Farthing. Rich spent much
time and hard work prior to our arrival and
helped to make the project a great success.

Life A/G, located in Nashville, Tn. and pastored by Andrew Wharton is a
brand new church only three years old. They are in a building program
of their own but wanted to reach out to the Guarani, Indians in Southern
Bolivia. Life funded the 10K in building materials and sent 13 members
from their church to be a part of the extremely Gold Pathfinder team.
The team endured below normal temps in an area known for it heat and
much rain in their dry season. There will be many stories told about this
project in the years to come. The Guarani make less than $1 per day
so I think you can see why the building to the right is such an awesome
place to worship God.

July, 2005— New Orleans, Urban
School of Missions.
December, 2005—Gold team to
Honduras

